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6. Individual boundary sections

Section A – Winchester to Durngate/Hyde

Location/Size Decision Inspector/Assessors Findings Comments/Key Points

Eastern edge of 
Winchester
(Small Tract)

Include – No change to 
DO boundary

The western edge is considered to be adversely affected by 
impacts of road and development “this lightly settled tract of 
rolling chalk landscape is largely free of landscaped detractors and is 
of high scenic attraction.” And offers “exhilarating panoramic 
views across open downland and in my opinion satisfies the natural 
beauty test.” 
Although opportunities “to experience this exposed and elevated 
landscape are somewhat limited”, accepts that it meets the 
recreational opportunities criteria.
In Considering the M3 as the boundary “This notion has some 
merit but it would leave the area of AONB centred on the superb St 
Catherines’s Hill outside of the PSDNP as well as parts of the 
River Itchen floodplain”.  Both enhance the PSDNP although 
“the ability of the floodplain to satisfy the statutory criteria is less 
clear-cut” 

Land included for reasons of ‘natural 
beauty’. 
Comments that recreational potential 
may be limited but MSRE met due to 
high quality of experience.

Also includes land (floodplain) where 
statutory criteria are doubtful.
In this case he attaches limited weight 
to issues of prospective development -
in the absence of any representations 
by City Council

Land west and south of 
Winchester
(Large Tract)

Exclude – No change to 
DO boundary

These landscapes “read as part of the wider Hampshire, 
Wiltshire and Dorset Downs” Effectively separated from the 
South Downs by the M3 motorway and extensive areas of 
built development. The MoD facility “known as Bushfield 
Camp … does not satisfy the statutory criteria in its present 
condition” 

Compton Down “is possibly a more realistic candidate for 
inclusion but again I am not convinced that it reads as part of the 
wider South Downs.” Winchester forms “an obvious and logical 
end-stop to the already long and relatively narrow PSDNP.   The 
fact that the South Downs Way ends here “tends to confirm 
that the City marks the obvious western end of any new South 
Downs National Park.”

Considers the landscape character to 
be inconsistent with the core South 
Downs
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St Cross Hospital / 
Winchester College

(Small area/parcels of 
land)

Exclude – No change to 
DO boundary

Identified as formal sports fields “While….seemingly of 
considerable recreational value, formal sports pitches do not offer open-
air recreational experiences that are relevant to the purposes of the 
1949 Act.”

Both parcels “have a formal and managed appearance and….. are 
more properly regarded as an integral part of Winchester’s built-up 
area rather than the more naturalistic sweep of flood plain meadow 
alongside the Itchen.”

The fact that their exclusion PSDNP may make them
“vulnerable to development pressure does not alter that conclusion.  
This argument is not, of course, a basis for including land in a 
National Park under the 1949 Act”

Does not meet recreation criterion.

Clearly part of urban area, and does 
not form part of a ‘qualifying tract’ 
sufficient to be included

Bar End
(Small area)

Exclude – No change to 
DO boundary

Planning permission given and land had been developed 
since objection lodged.

Ruled out of inclusion due to ‘Park & 
Ride’ development.

Durngate sites
(Small parcels of land)

Exclude – No change to 
DO boundary

Exclusion is easier to understand given their ‘edge of 
settlement’ character.  ”The more northerly site contains a small 
complex of agricultural style buildings, some residential property and 
some evidence of landscape fragmentation.  In my opinion it clearly 
fails the natural beauty test.”  

Part of the site “is a more realistic candidate for inclusion but it is 
strongly influenced by its proximity to the built-up area and, on 
balance, I consider that it also should be excluded from the 
PSDNP.”   
Development pressure “I note the concern that the future of sites 
situated between the edge of the built-up area and the PSDNP would 
be uncertain, but this point does not persuade me that they should be 
brought into the PSDNP.”  
”Land at the margin of the National Park has to satisfy the 
statutory criteria if it is to merit inclusion.”

Fails to meet the natural beauty test. 
Considered to be ‘peri-urban’ in 
character.
Note comment re “Land at the margin 
of the National Park has to satisfy the 
statutory criteria if it is to merit 
inclusion.”
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Hyde site 

(Parcel of land)

Include – recommends 
change to the DO 
boundary

Reads as “part of the sweep of generally unspoilt open 
land that makes up the Itchen floodplain.”  

A small area at the northern end of the site is used for 
some fairly low-key storage activities “but as this land is 
quite well screened I am not convinced that the 
development justifies the exclusion of the whole site.”

Concerned that the northern boundary identified by the 
Agency “does not seem to me to correspond to any physical feature 
on the ground” and as such is contrary to the Agency’s own 
boundary setting guidelines.  On balance considers that the 
land should be included in the PSDNP.

Notes parcels designation as a SNCI and proximity to 
promoted route (Pilgrims Way) and PROW.

Area reads as part of a wider 
‘qualifying tract’.

Adjacent to high quality recreation 
facility and other
features of interest.

Any incongruous land use in the 
vicinity does not detract from this 
sufficiently.

Forms a more appropriate boundary
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Section B – Ladycroft and the eastern Itchen Valley 

Location/Size Decision Inspector/Assessors Findings Comments/Key Points

Ladycroft
(Small tract)

Exclude – No change to 
DO boundary

Ladycroft sits close to an elevated section of the A31 
New Arlesford by-pass.  “This substantial piece of highway 
infrastructure tends to physically and visually separate Ladycroft 
from the wider downland landscapes to the south and west.”

While….”the relative merits of the alternative boundaries are 
fairly evenly balanced” considers that “the A31 and the B3047 
are correctly identified as the appropriate boundary of the National 
Park.”  Not convinced that the “main sweep of downland to 
the south should extend beyond the A31 to include the land in 
dispute”  Though this separates Ladycroft from the 
remainder of Tichborne Parish to the south does not 
accept that it is “necessarily inappropriate or unacceptable for the 
PSDNP boundary to “split” a parish.”

Separated both physically and visually 
from core by a large road.

Does not accept that the splitting of a 
parish boundary is reason not to 
accept the PSDNP boundary at this 
point.

Itchen Valley
(Medium Tract)

Include – no change to 
DO boundary

Considers the area “part of a lightly settled and high quality 
chalk landscape that is characterised by rolling hills and secluded 
dry valleys”. The same is said of the tract extending to 
New Alresford ” I recognise that the River Itchen does not cut 
through the South Downs in the way that the Meon and some 
other rivers do.” However, “the underlying geology is chalk and 
this very attractive valley landscape ….strong visual associations 
with the chalk hills to the south.” The settlements within the 
valley “are all small scale, very attractive and often of historic 
importance.”

The valley “has a strong sense of seclusion and tranquillity and I 
am in no doubt that it offers a range of markedly superior 
recreational experiences” On balance, “I am persuaded that both 
statutory criteria are satisfied and that the valley warrants 
inclusion in the National Park on its merits.”

The landscape character is consistent 
with core ‘South Downs’ and meets 
natural beauty test.

Considered to clearly meet the 
recreation criteria.

Considers that the settlements in the 
valley may be included as they are 
small, attractive and of historic 
importance.

Notes that few objectors argue 
otherwise.
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